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FOUR MILLION COPIES SOLD. In 40 languages. One of the most thrilling
series of our time. Enter the feudal world of the Otori - filled with magic,
treachery and intrigue - inspired by medieval Japan and created by
acclaimed Australian author, Lian Hearn. 'The best story of magic, love, sex,
revenge and suspense to have come this way since Philip Pullman.'
INDEPENDENT ON SUNDAY Lord Otori Takeo and his consort Kaede
have ruled for over sixteen years. The Three Countries are rich, peaceful
and prosperous. The sacred birds, the Houou, nest at Terayama and a fabled
creature, the Kirin, has appeared on their shores. Heaven seems to smile on
them. Yet their very success has drawn them to the attention of the distant
Emperor and his general, the warlord Saga Hideki, who covet the wealth of
the Three Countries,especially Takeo's heir, his eldest daughter Shigeko,
now of marriageable age. At the same time, the renegade Tribe family, the
Kikuta, seek revenge on Takeo for the murder of their leader. Everything
Takeo and Kaede have achieved is threatened. INCLUDES an extract from
HEAVEN'S NET IS WIDE PLUS three chapters of EMPEROR OF THE
EIGHT ISLANDS, the first novel in Lian Hearn's spellbinding new Tale of
Shikanoko series. 'One of the most thrilling series of our time.' THE TIMES
' a world that is rich with character and detail, yet effortless to read'
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SYDNEY MORNING HERALD 'An engrossing fantasy saga of literary
quality.' THE AGE 'Lian Hearn's marvellous storytelling talent makes
reading these books a moment of pure bliss.' LE MONDEThis volume is
comprised of chapters one through nine of Calculus, 6th edition by
Swokowski. This calculus book has been updated to include the
calculator/computer technology that is reshaping the course. The text's
features are its use of applications and examples and exercises to reinforce
conceptualization of the subject matter.Were you looking for the book with
access to MyMathLab Global? This product is the book alone and does NOT
come with access to MyMathLab Global. Buy Thomas' Calculus, Thirteenth
Edition with MyMathLab Global access card (ISBN 9781292089942) if you
need access to MyMathLab Global as well, and save money on this resource.
You will also need a course ID from your instructor to access MyMathLab
Global. This text is designed for a three-semester or four-quarter calculus
course (math, engineering, and science majors). Thomas' Calculus,
Thirteenth Edition, introduces students to the intrinsic beauty of calculus
and the power of its applications. For more than half a century, this text has
been revered for its clear and precise explanations, thoughtfully chosen
examples, superior figures, and time-tested exercise sets. With this new
edition, the exercises were refined, updated, and expanded-always with the
goal of developing technical competence while furthering students'
appreciation of the subject. Co-authors Hass and Weir have made it their
passion to improve the text in keeping with the shifts in both the preparation
and ambitions of today's students. The text is available with a robust
MyMathLab course-an online homework, tutorial, and study solution. In
addition to interactive multimedia features like lecture videos and eBook,
nearly 9,000 algorithmic exercises are available for students to get the
practice they need. MyMathLab is an online homework, tutorial, and
assessment product designed to personalize learning and improve results.
With a wide range of interactive, engaging, and assignable activities,
students are encouraged to actively learn and retain tough course
concepts.The updated tenth edition of this clear, precise calculus text with
superior applications sets the standard in calculus. This proven text was
carefully revised to give students the solid base they need to succeed in math,
science and engineering programs. Through a comprehensive technology
package, this edition now includes more opportunity to incorporate optional,
but meaningful, technology into the course.WINNER: CILIP's Knowledge
and Information Management Award 2019 - Information Resources Print
Category The way an organization manages and disseminates its knowledge
is key to informed business decision-making, effectiveness and competitive
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edge. The Knowledge Manager's Handbook takes you step by step through
the processes needed to define and embed an effective knowledge
management framework within an organization. This second edition now
includes clear guidance on the best practice requirements from the first ever
internationally recognised standard for knowledge management, ISO
30401:2018, as well as content on the impact of AI and data analytics. Nick
Milton and Patrick Lambe work through each stage of creating and
implementing a knowledge management framework for an organization's
specific needs, based around the four essential aspects of knowledge
management: people, processes, technologies and governance. With updated
international case studies from organizations of all sizes and sectors, along
with user-friendly templates and checklists to help implement effective
knowledge management procedures, The Knowledge Manager's Handbook
is the end-to-end guide to making a sustainable change in the knowledge
management culture.Illustrating the power of algorithms, Algorithmic
Cryptanalysis describes algorithmic methods with cryptographically
relevant examples. Focusing on both private- and public-key cryptographic
algorithms, it presents each algorithm either as a textual description, in
pseudo-code, or in a C code program. Divided into three parts, the book
begins with a short introduction to cryptography and a background chapter
on elementary number theory and algebra. It then moves on to algorithms,
with each chapter in this section dedicated to a single topic and often
illustrated with simple cryptographic applications. The final part addresses
more sophisticated cryptographic applications, including LFSR-based
stream ciphers and index calculus methods. Accounting for the impact of
current computer architectures, this book explores the algorithmic and
implementation aspects of cryptanalysis methods. It can serve as a handbook
of algorithmic methods for cryptographers as well as a textbook for
undergraduate and graduate courses on cryptanalysis and
cryptography.What does it mean to be awake? What exactly is therapeutic
about retail therapy? And what are you really working on when you're at
your desk, in the gym, or having dinner? From getting ready in the morning,
through heading to work, going to a party, having sex and falling back to
sleep, Breakfast with Socrates provides an hour-by-hour commentary on
what history's greatest philosophers have said about the meaning behind
everything we do. A fascinating exploration of our daily lives, Breakfast with
Socrates also draws on literature, art, politics and psychology to offer an
informal introduction to the history of ideas that will help anyone to think
more healthily. Breakfast will never be the same againHave you ever Fallen
in love at first sight? Gone to your first date with an empty wallet? Been
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caught kissing your girl by her father? Risked missing your IIT exam to
meet her for the last time? Aarav has. Aarav is a rich brat who sleeps with
every girl he is even mildly attracted to. He transforms from a shy teenager
to an inconsiderate adult until an important realization hits him. Discover
the pangs of his roller-coaster life as he reveals his deepest secrets. Now a
national bestseller, A Half-baked Love Story is the story of two very
different individuals as they come to terms with the pangs and pleasures of
first love while battling the situations that life has placed them in. Let the
characters guide you through this beautiful tale of love, loss and longing.An
alternative text to Louis Leithold's The Calculus 7 (ISBN-0-673-46913-1)
concentrating on single variables within the field of calculus.Against a
background of wild forest, elegant castles, hidden temples and savage
battlefields, the adventure that began with Emperor of the Eight Islands
draws to its thrilling conclusion in Lord of the Darkwood, the second
instalment of Lian Hearn's the Tale of Shikanoko.The rightful emperor is
lost. Shikanoko is condemned to live, half-man and half-deer, an outlaw in
the Darkwood. Yet the mighty lords who now rule the Eight Islands are prey
to suspicion and illness, and drought and famine choke the realm. Only
Shikanoko can bring healing, by restoring the preordained ruler to the Lotus
Throne. And only one person can bring him back from the Darkwood . . .A
review of plane geometry, numerical trigonometry, geometric and
trigonometric analysis, and limits emphasizes the graphic representation of
problems to be solved by combined methods" introduces a remarkable new
approach to trigonometry and Euclidean geometry, with dramatic
implications for mathematics teaching, industrial applications and the
direction of mathematical research in geometry" -- p. vii.An international
bestseller, Across the Nightingale Floor is the first book in the Tales of the
Otori series by Lian Hearn. Don't miss the related series, The Tale of
Shikanoko. In his black-walled fortress at Inuyama, the warlord Iida
Sadamu surveys his famous nightingale floor. Constructed with exquisite
skill, it sings at the tread of each human foot. No assassin can cross it
unheard. The youth Takeo has been brought up in a remote mountain village
among the Hidden, a reclusive and spiritual people who have taught him
only the ways of peace. But unbeknownst to him, his father was a celebrated
assassin and a member of the Tribe, an ancient network of families with
extraordinary, preternatural skills. When Takeo's village is pillaged, he is
rescued and adopted by the mysterious Lord Otori Shigeru. Under the
tutelage of Shigeru, he learns that he too possesses the skills of the Tribe.
And, with this knowledge, he embarks on a journey that will lead him across
the famed nightingale floor—and to his own unimaginable destinyColonial
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Lives offers a rich variety of archival documents in translation which bring
to life the political and economic workings of Latin American colonies
during 300 years of Spanish rule, as well as the day-to-day lives of the
colonies' inhabitants. Intended to complement textbooks such as Burkholder
and Johnson's Colonial Latin America by presenting students with primary
sources -- the raw materials on which the facts in other textbooks are based
-- this reader strives to illustrate the impact of issues such as race, class,
gender, sexuality,culture and religion in the daily lives of both natives and
colonists alike. The concerns, struggles and perspectives of the inhabitants of
colonial Latin America are reflected in transcripts of civil and criminal court
cases, administrative reviews, ecclesiastical investigations, Inquisitiontrials,
wills, and letters the editors have included in this reader. Each document is
prefaced by an introduction that places it in the social and political context
of the period. The book also includes a glossary of terms and lists of
suggested further readings. Most uniquely, the book offers helpful thematic
cross-referencing sections and an index of themes whichallow instructors to
easily adapt the book to their courses and to assign readings according to the
criteria of their own specific curriculums.This book gives a rigorous
treatment of the fundamentals of plane geometry: Euclidean, spherical,
elliptical and hyperbolic.Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.Includes Print Student Edition"The text is suitable for a typical
introductory algebra course, and was developed to be used flexibly. While
the breadth of topics may go beyond what an instructor would cover, the
modular approach and the richness of content ensures that the book meets
the needs of a variety of programs."--Page 1.This is the most comprehensive
revision of Thomas' Calculus in 25 years. The new edition of Thomas is a
return to what Thomas has always been: the book with the best exercises.
For the 11th edition, the authors have added exercises cut in the 10th edition,
as well as exercises and examples from the classic 5th and 6th editions. The
book's theme is that Calculus is about thinking; one cannot memorize it all.
The exercises develop this theme as a pivot point between the lecture in class,
and the understanding that comes with applying the ideas of Calculus. In
addition, the table of contents has been refined, introducing transcendentals
in the first seven chapters. Many of the examples have been trimmed of
distractions and rewritten with a clear focus on the main ideas. The authors
have also excised extraneous information in general and have made the
technology much more transparent. The ambition of Thomas 11e is to teach
the ideas of Calculus so that students will be able to apply them in new and
novel ways, first in the exercises but ultimately in their careers. Every effort
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has been made to insure that all content in the new edition reinforces
thinking and encourages deep understanding of the material.A revision and
renewal of this calculus textbook, now in its seventh edition. The author has
sought to utlilize the technology now available for the teaching and learning
of calculus. The hand-held graphics calculator is one such form of
technology that has been integrated into the book. Topics in algebra,
trigonometry, and analytical geometry appear in the Appendix.Practical
Algebra If you studied algebra years ago and now need arefresher course in
order to use algebraic principles on the job,or if you're a student who needs
an introduction to the subject,here's the perfect book for you. Practical
Algebra is an easy andfun-to-use workout program that quickly puts you in
command of allthe basic concepts and tools of algebra. With the aid of
practical,real-life examples and applications, you'll learn: * The basic
approach and application of algebra to problemsolving * The number
system (in a much broader way than you have known itfrom arithmetic) *
Monomials and polynomials; factoring algebraic expressions; howto handle
algebraic fractions; exponents, roots, and radicals;linear and fractional
equations * Functions and graphs; quadratic equations; inequalities;
ratio,proportion, and variation; how to solve word problems, andmore
Authors Peter Selby and Steve Slavin emphasize practical
algebrathroughout by providing you with techniques for solving problems
ina wide range of disciplines--from engineering, biology, chemistry,and the
physical sciences, to psychology and even sociology andbusiness
administration. Step by step, Practical Algebra shows youhow to solve
algebraic problems in each of these areas, then allowsyou to tackle similar
problems on your own, at your own pace.Self-tests are provided at the end of
each chapter so you canmeasure your mastery.Contains carefully workedout solutions to all the odd-numbered exercises in the text. Part I
corresponds to Chapters 1-11 in Thomas' Calculus, 11e.A self-contained text
for an introductory course, this volume places strong emphasis on physical
applications. Key elements of differential equations and linear algebra are
introduced early and are consistently referenced, all theorems are proved
using elementary methods, and numerous worked-out examples appear
throughout. The highly readable text approaches calculus from the student's
viewpoint and points out potential stumbling blocks before they develop. A
collection of more than 1,600 problems ranges from exercise material to
exploration of new points of theory — many of the answers are found at the
end of the book; some of them worked out fully so that the entire process can
be followed. This well-organized, unified text is copiously illustrated, amply
cross-referenced, and fully indexed.Foundations of Mathematics offers the
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university student or interested reader a unique reference book by covering
the basics of algebra, trigonometry, geometry, and calculus. There are many
instances in the book to demonstrate the interplay and interconnectedness of
these topics. The book presents definitions and examples throughout for
clear, easy learning. Numerous exercises are included at the ends of the
chapters, and readers are encouraged to complete all of them as an essential
part of working through the book. It offers a unique experience for readers
to understand different areas of mathematics in one clear, concise text.
Instructors’ resources are available upon adoption. Features: •Covers the
basics of algebra, trigonometry, geometry, and calculus •Includes all of the
mathematics needed to learn calculus •Demonstrates the interplay and
interconnectedness of these topics •Uses numerous examples and exercises to
reinforce conceptsThe new beginning and the grand finale of Lian Hearn's
celebrated Tales of the Otori is "rivetingly elegant" (Washington Post).
Don't miss the related series, The Tale of Shikanoko. Heaven's Net Is Wide is
the prequel that reveals the full story of Lord Otori Shigeru—the figure who
has presided in both life and death over the entire series, the man who
represents the true spirit of the Otori Clan. The first and the last tale, it
introduces readers to the strange and beautiful world of the Otori and closes
the circle where it opened in Across the Nightingale Floor. Set in a mythical,
medieval Japan, this epic historical fantasy of revenge and betrayal, honor
and loyalty, beauty, passion, and the overwhelming power of love, has
enthralled millions of readers the world over—and now, with the cycle
complete, its audience will only continue to grow.Anton Pavlovich Chekhov
29 January 1860 - 15 July 1904) was a Russian playwright and short story
writer, who is considered to be among the greatest writers of short fiction in
history.The book aims at presenting the topics of Bridge Engineering
expressed in simple and lucid language. The presentation is comprehensive
and methodical as well as interesting and easy to follow.This edition of
Swokowski's text is truly as its name implies: a classic. Groundbreaking in
every way when first published, this book is a simple, straightforward, direct
calculus text. It's popularity is directly due to its broad use of applications,
the easy-to-understand writing style, and the wealth of examples and
exercises which reinforce conceptualization of the subject matter. The
author wrote this text with three objectives in mind. The first was to make
the book more student-oriented by expanding discussions and providing
more examples and figures to help clarify concepts. To further aid students,
guidelines for solving problems were added in many sections of the text. The
second objective was to stress the usefulness of calculus by means of modern
applications of derivatives and integrals. The third objective, to make the
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text as accurate and error-free as possible, was accomplished by a careful
examination of the exposition, combined with a thorough checking of each
example and exercise.To the Empire, Owen Deathstalker is an Outlaw. To
the inhuman Hadenmen, he is the Redeemer. And to the underground, he is
humanity’s last hope. Above all else, he is the last of a legendary warrior
clan who is determined to bring down an Empire rotted by corruption,
greed, and institutionalized slavery. Owen will fire the first shot by
breaching Golgotha, the heavily guarded home planet of the Empress and
the location of her overflowing coffers. Besides enraging and embarrassing
the Iron Bitch (one of the few perks of leading the revolution), robbing the
Empire will help to fund the rebellion and garner support from the public.
But starting a revolution is one thing. To win it, Owen and his companions
will have to convince key planets to join the fight. Scattered across the
galaxy, Owen’s band of misfits struggle to embrace their new roles as
leaders while facing espionage, treachery, and the unexpected challenges of
making their rebellion a reality. Deathstalker: Rebellion is the second book
in New York Times bestselling author Simon R. Green’s beloved space
opera series.Grass for His Pillow is the second novel in Lian Hearn's
astonishingly beautiful series inspired by feudal Japan, Tales of the Otori.In
the ancient Oriental lands of the Otori, amidst a time of violent war, famine
and treacherous alliances, the fate of the young lovers Otori Takeo and
Shirakawa Kaede hangs in the balance . . . Takeo, heir to the great Otori
clan, has pledged his life to the secret Tribe. His supernatural skills of virtual
invisibility and acute hearing make him their most deadly assassin. But he
must deny the solemn oath of vengeance he made, his adopted birthright of
wealth, land and power - and his love for Kaede. If he does not devote
himself entirely to the brutal ways of the Tribe, they will kill him. Whichever
path he chooses, it will lead to hardship and sacrifice in the bitter winter of
the high mountains, and test him to the limits of his being. Kaede, heiress to
vast lands, is now the valuable pawn of ruthless warlords. She must use her
intelligence, beauty and cunning to assert her place in a world of allpowerful men - who must never suspect the dangerous secret she hides. 'The
beauty, savagery and strangeness of Hearn's gripping tale is heightened by
her exquisite, crystalline prose. The second instalment in the Tales of the
Otori is, astonishingly, even better than Across the Nightingale Floor'
Independent on SundayAccessible to students and flexible for instructors,
College Trigonometry, Sixth Edition, uses the dynamic link between
concepts and applications to bring mathematics to life. By incorporating
interactive learning techniques, the Aufmann team helps students to better
understand concepts, work independently, and obtain greater mathematical
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fluency. The text also includes technology features to accommodate courses
that allow the option of using graphing calculators. Additional program
components that support student success include Eduspace tutorial practice,
online homework, SMARTHINKING Live Online Tutoring, and
Instructional DVDs.The authors' proven Aufmann Interactive Method
allows students to try a skill as it is presented in example form. This
interaction between the examples and Try Exercises serves as a checkpoint
to students as they read the textbook, do their homework, or study a section.
In the Sixth Edition, Review Notes are featured more prominently
throughout the text to help students recognize the key prerequisite skills
needed to understand new concepts. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.Prepare for exams and succeed in your
mathematics course with this comprehensive solutions manual! Featuring
worked out-solutions to the problems in CALCULUS: THE CLASSIC
EDITION, 5th Edition, this manual shows you how to approach and solve
problems using the same step-by-step explanations found in your textbook
examples.This manual includes the complete, worked-out solutions to oddnumbered exercises, chapter review exercises, and all chapter test exercises.
A practice chapter test is provided for each chapter. This volume may be
purchased by students.
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